Through her speaking, and presentation skills training,
Jayne builds CLARITY & CONFIDENCE within your
workforce that will have a lasting and positive impact on
their careers. Jayne will provide your organization with an
ENGAGING, INTERACTIVE & DYNAMIC PRESENTATION.
Jayne has...
trained participants to speak at The White House!
trained participants to present to up to 5000 people!
trained participants to interview for & get their dream
jobs and promotions!
And to top it off...
93% of participants stated that the presentation
style was excellent!
Jayne aims to customize her presentations to fit your
groups needs here are a few of her presentation topics.

Communicate Up The Corporate Ladder:
How to Succeed in Business With Clarity & Confidence:
Are people frequently asking you to repeat what you just said?
Do you get nervous, speak too quickly, or forget what you want to say?
Are promotions passing you by?
If you answered yes to any of these questions let Communicate Up the Corporate Ladder be
your motivation to take action. The goal of this presentation is to share techniques that will
build clarity, build confidence, and build careers.

Accent Reduction Made Easy
This workshop is designed for native and non-native English speakers looking to gain greater
confidence in their communication skills. Our goal is transform you into a dynamic, confident
and professional speaker!
At the end of this workshop, you will learn:
To power up your voice and develop a dynamic style of delivering your message
To decrease your rate of speech
To clearly communicate the message
Important telephone tips to positively impact your conversations

Your Best Pitch Forward:
How to immediately entice and engage your listener
This workshop is designed to not just help you craft the perfect pitch but also to provide the
skills to deliver your pitch with impact and enthusiasm so that your listener is immediately
engaged and stays engaged in order to receive all of the information.
In this presentation you’ll learn how to:
Instantly engage the audience
Introduce yourself in a memorable way using our A.I.D.E formula
Close your pitch concisely
Deliver your pitch in a clear, articulate and engaging manner

Jayne is the author of Communicate Up The Corporate Ladder, How to Succeed in Business
With Clarity and Confidence. She has been featured in The Wall Street Journal and has
appeared on The Today Show. She is on the board of directors of The National Speakers
Association, New York City chapter.

Jayne Latz, MA.,CCC-SLP, CEO of Corporate Speech Solutions, LLC, facilitates individuals and groups in Fortune 500 companies
and small businesses with proven strategies to accelerate communication effectiveness. Jayne is an expert in communication
skills. For over 25 years she has worked as a speech-language pathologist, professional speech trainer and coach. She has
delivered presentations on the topic she knows best: Communication. Her presentations are interactive, dynamic and
designed to build confidence. Her professional speech background provides her with the unique skill set to aid both
individuals and groups in improving their corporate communication skills.

Book Jayne today!
212.308.7725 (office) • 917.841.2965 (cell)
jayne@corporatespeechsolutions.com
www.corporatespeechsolutions.com

Corporate Speech Solutions, LLC has an exceptional team of
professionals providing coaching services for all things communication,
Public Speaking, Presentation Skills, Accent Reduction, & much more!

Jayne welcomes you to stay connected
and continue communicating!
@JayneLatz
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Rave Reviews:
The clarity of the program to which you treated us,
and the confidence with which you delivered it, was
nothing short of awesome!
- Alan J. Schwartz
It is always challenging to engage a busy group of
professionals for one hour but, as one of the partners
commented afterward, “not one person looked at
their blackberry during Jayne's presentation.”
-Leslie Berkoff
Jayne Latz has presented 8 consecutive times to our
group. Her enthusiasm and presentation skills on her
8th visit, made it seem like we were hearing her for
the first time; the two hours flew by, and Jayne
maintained the same high energy, dedication and
professionalism as she did in her past events.
– Barbara Marino
Jayne's ability to draw out reactions from the rather
subdued audience was exceptional. She kept them
involved and inspired participation from an audience
that you had evaluate on the run and expect the
unexpected.
-N. Hamlet

